Intermediate Orienteering
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The CLUE SHEET below - helps you figure out if
the checkpoints you locate are the correct ones.
Visit each checkpoint in order (1-9). When you
find the checkpoint, see if the two digit post
number matches the clue sheet; if it does, you are
at the correct checkpoint. Write the letter printed
on the post in the blank column. Once you’ve
located all the checkpoints and solved the Park’s
word puzzle go to the Nature Center and unlock
the box using code 1101 to return borrowed
compasses and to stamp your passport.
Course Level
Intermediate
S Post
No.

Course Climb
Course Length
160 m
3.5 km
Use this column to write the
corresponding LETTER shown
on the post.

1

30

indistinct trail junction

2

29

bottom of cliff

3

32

top of hill

4

31

boulder

5

26

trail junction

6

33

east end of indistinct stream

7

25

boulder

8

23

bend in trail

9

22

power line trail junction

F

250 m
Distance from your last checkpoint to the finish.

Helpful hints
Use your legend to
understand features on
the map.
The contour lines will
help you understand
the landscape. If the
lines are closer to each
other that means the
terrain is steep. If the
lines are farther apart
that means the terrain
is not as steep. Reading
the contours are
important in deciding
whether or not you
want to go up and over
a hill or whether you
want to go around it.
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Look for posts
like this as the
checkpoints.

The intermediate course
length is measured as
the crow flies. This
means that depending
upon the route you
choose from one
checkpoint to the next
the actual distance
traveled may be longer
than indicated on the
clue sheet.
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